August Newsletter: (Sorry it’s September)
Hello Everyone. Winter is OVER! (Really???) and less than 4 months till Christmas!!!
I trust your images for Wednesday are nearly ready for upload if not already done.
ie.September Competitions : to be uploaded by midnight tomorrow, Wednesday 3rd September.
1. President’s Challenge Trophy.
2. Open. Print or Projected

“Lonely”

Projected Image ONLY.

NB/ All competition rules are under “RESOURCES” on the website.
Come out on this Wednesday 3rd to see results for ‘Faceless Portrait’ and ‘NZ Landscape Trophy’.
Guest Judge Shelly Linehan will present her Results and Comments for NZ Landscape and will share
some hints/suggestions.
WORKSHOP Night : 17th September.
"Panning" photography.
Noel will be saying something on the subject this coming club night(Sept.3rd).
The idea is to have a go at it and then upload 2 of your best images to show at club night (to Panning,
on the Website).
The subject matter can be anything that moves. Just get out and have some FUN!
Barbara has put some very good info. about panning photography on the club web site
Go to Information
Set Subjects
Scroll down to Sept.17th.2014
and all will be revealed.

…and a personal Thankyou for the Video Tutorials last Workshop night. I now have a clear
understanding of the difference the Focal Length of a Lens makes to the composition and balance of
our Images. Very Helpful!

BREAKING NEWS.
Upcoming INTERCLUB Night - Raffle. As a club we put together a Hamper of groceries to raffle on
the night. Time to please think about what you can bring in.
Also, if you have any contacts or access to worthwhile larger items to raffle please contact Noel.
HUGE ‘thankyou’s to : Margaret Hooper for taking over as Judging Convenor and thanks to Don for
his advances in the role. We are entering more Interclub Comps now and it all takes considerable coordinating.
: Pauline for taking on the Front Page of the WebPage.
PSNZ We suggest a look at their website for the various competitions that can be entered as
Individuals.
OLD NEWS.
TIRITIRI MATANGI TRIP:
REMINDER to book your own boat trip from Gulf Harbour either on-line or at the Otaika i-Centre.
DATE CONFIRMED as October 18th and 19th. Day trippers welcome.
ONGOING OFFER! :Don and Noel and Dick’s offers to meet you on a Saturday morning for some
‘live’ lessons with your camera are still on offer. A GREAT way to learn in a real situation. Talk to
them on Club night. Some ‘not-so-newbies’ are likely to join in too.
Don’t forget “You Don’t Know what You Don’t Know!”
Self-Assignment Topics for February 2015
We are trying something new this Year to see if we can rejuvenate this competition. Most of us
struggle to come up with a topic ourselves but may not be too excited by the one we are given. So
this year we are not limiting you to one choice but……… WAIT FOR IT……You have 5 CHOICES!!!You
can be as creative as you like in your interpretation of any one of the following. If you still prefer to
be given your topic that can still be done for you. Talk to Christine at Club Night. It’s going to be
interesting to see which topic/s are most popular! GO FOR IT EVERYONE!
Instrument/s

Rear End/s

Park Activity

Blue

Bird/s

Have you chosen your Topic yet?? If you need a nudge talk to Christine she can pull a topic from a
hat for you.
Looking forward to seeing you all Wednesday night.

